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The coupling between elementary units, either weak or
strong, determines the nature of matter controlled by different
forces. As for three fundamental interactions (gravitational,
electromagnetic, and strong), all the gauge bosons to medi-
ate the forces are massless, and we may simply approximate
the interaction energy at short distances with a Coulomb-like
form of V = −αi/r, with r the separation between units, and
αi the coupling strength (i = {g, e, s} for gravitational, elec-
tromagnetic and strong interactions, respectively).

For the gravity, the mass of a building unit, m, should be
large, otherwise the interaction would be negligible. The an-
gular momentum of a unit inside a gravity-controlled system
(e.g., the solar system) is then always much larger than the
Planck constant, ~, and it is thus safe to neglect quantum
effects in celestial mechanics (including galactic dynamics).
Meanwhile, these massive units move non-relativistically, ex-
cept for compact star binary merger.

For the electromagnetism, however, quantum effects can
not be negligible anymore, because the angular momentum
could be so small that it is comparable to Planck-~, in view
of a higher αe and thus of a smaller length ℓsys. The kinematic
energy of a non-relativistic unit is Ek ≃ ~2/(mℓ2sys), which is
approximately the binding-energy, αi/ℓsys, one has then [1]
ℓsys ≃ ~2/(αim) ∝ α−1

i . This tells us that gravity-controlled
objects (e.g., galaxies) should be much larger than the typical
electric (condensed) matter.

For the strong interaction, in addition to quantum effects,
particle-antiparticle pairs would also play an essential role
for hadrons, in view of a much higher αs and a small ℓsys.
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Quarks would be extremely relativistic so that gluons, cou-
pled with quarks, can split into a number of quark-antiquark
pairs, named sea quarks. In fact, a baryon contains 3 valence
quarks, sea quarks as well as gluons. It is worth noting that
the strange flavor of sea quarks (ss̄) plays also a fundamen-
tal role in the structure of the nucleon though the proton and
neutron are certainly non-strange [2]. This is simply due to
the fact that the energy scale of strong matter at pressure free
is of the order of Escale ∼ 0.5 GeV > ms > mu,d, where ms is
the current mass of a strange quark and mu,d of up or down
quarks [1]. A perturbative calculation of quantum chromo-
dynamics (QCD) may predict a nucleon sea with light-flavor
symmetry, but the observed flavor asymmetry in the light-
quark sea would be the result of the non-perturbative nature.

We would emphasize that, because of the asymmetry of
e− and e+, virtual strange quarks in the nucleon sea could
materialize as valence ones when normal baryonic matter in
the core of an evolved massive star is squeezed so great that
nuclei come in close contact. For lepton-related weak inter-
actions of u + e− → s + νe and ū + e+ → s̄ + ν̄e, the former
should be more effective than the latter, producing eventually
valence strange quarks as many as the up and down quarks.
An alternative way is for two flavors only (u + e− → d + νe
and ū + e+ → d̄ + ν̄e), resulting in an extremely asymmetric
state of isospin. In the light that nature might love symmetry,
we would focus on three flavors (u, d, s) in this essay, taking
advantage of a triangle diagram as explained below.

The triangle. Due to baryon conservation, it is convenient
to discuss the quark numbers of the three flavors in a regular
triangle (Figure 1), for a given baryon density, nb = (nu+nd+
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Figure 1 (Color online) Triangle of light-quark flavors. The point in-
side the triangle defines a state with certain quark numbers of three flavors
({nu, nd, ns} for up, down and strange quarks), which are measured by the
heights of the point to one of the triangle edges. Point “s” is the center of
the triangle, at which one has nu = nd = ns. Line “sn” is parallel to the up
edge, while line “sp” to the down edge. Axis S is for strangeness, where the
isospin symmetry is also perfect. The triangle is divided into three regions
(¬, , ®), and furthermore the region ® into a, b, c and d.

ns)/3. It is evident that the bottom strange edge is divided into
three equal parts by points “n” and “p” because the triangle
“△snp” is left-right symmetrical to the “S ”-axis but shrinks
by two-thirds. The up-quark accounts for one-third at the
states in the line of “sn” (2nu = nd + ns), so that no electrons
are necessary to keep neutrality. The triangle is divided into
three regions: ¬ (nu < nd and nu < ns),  (nd < nu and
nd < ns) and ® (ns < nu and ns < nd). Valence s-quark den-
sity, ns, should be the smallest in the region ®. We note that
point “n” for 2nu = nd but ns = 0 (e.g., pure neutron mat-
ter), and that point “s” for nu = nd = ns (e.g., strange quark
matter). If nature loves the isospin symmetry, with symmetry
broken slightly, both regions of “a” and “d” could be unlikely,
and a realistic state could thus be in either “b” or “c”.

Where are the stable states of strong matter in the triangle?
We know that a normal nucleus takes a seat around point “A”,
but what about compressed baryonic matter? For the infinite
strong matter, a bag-linked model, or the bag crystal model
(e.g., ref. [3]), would be adaptable for both cases of two and
three quark-flavors, since non-local quarks in separated bags
would introduce effective interactions so as to model the con-
densed strong-matter. In the regime of 3-flavors of quarks,
we simply apply the thermodynamic potentials of the conven-
tional bag model (e.g., ref. [4]) for both strange quark matter
(quarks free, e.g., ref. [5]) and strangeon matter (quarks local-
ized almost in bag-like strangeon, ref. [6]). The calculations
show that the 3-flavor asymmetry (represented by the ratio
of electron-to-baryon numbers, δe = ne/nb) and the isospin
asymmetry (by δdu = (nd − nu)/nb) become slight at high
strong coupling. The ratio δe is from 10−7 to 10−5, and δdu

is at a level of 1%-9% for nb = 0.3/fm3. Therefore, the bulk
strong matter could be in region “b” of Figure 1, close to
point “s”.

Cosmic manifestations of bulk strong matter. Given the

difficulty and uncertainty of QCD’s calculations including
rich non-perturbative effects, it is then indispensable to trace
evidence from cosmic manifestations. Compact stars provide
a testbed. It is still worth noting that heavy nuclei (e.g., iron)
in an active polar cap could be disintegrated into nucleons
by the bombardment of energetic e± pairs (> TeV), and this
electron-disintegration reaction may not favor a bare neutron
star surface even with a strong magnetic field, resulting in a
proton-rich magnetosphere. We may expect Chinese FAST,
the biggest single-dish radio telescope [7], to affirm or negate
the existence of proton there as well as to know the global
structure of pulsar magnetosphere (e.g., via single pulses [8]).

Can strong nuggets pass through the Earth? Certainly, the
neutron nugget at point “n” cannot exist at pressure free,
but the strangeon nugget can. A strangeon nugget would
be magnetized because of ferromagnetism of electrons [9],
resulting in a larger cross-section. Only a tiny fraction of
electrons, of the order of 3(3π2)−1/3αem ≃ 0.7%, contribute
to the spin-alignment so that the system becomes more sta-
ble due to a lower energy of the Coulomb interaction be-
tween electrons [9], and the magnetic moment of nuggets
with baryon number Nb could be µnugget∼7×10−3µBδeNb for
a single magnetic domain, where µB=9 × 10−21 Gauss cm3.
We can then estimate the magnetic field on the surface, B ∼
7× 10−3µBδenb ∼ 2× 1011 G, for δe=10−5 and nb ≃ 0.3 fm−3.
This field would take dynamical action inside an atom when
B > B0=α

2
emBQ=2.4×109 G, where BQ is the critical QED

field strength, and the cross section is then of the order of
σ ∼ 2 × 10−25N2/3

b cm2. For a strangeon nugget traveling a
distance L in the medium with mass density ρm, its momen-
tum would be lost notably when σ · L · ρm ≃ Nbmp, i.e., L ≃
8 × 104(Nb/1012)1/3 cm · (1 g cm−3/ρm). Strangeon nuggets
may slow down significantly in solid earth if Nb < 1024, but
could easily go across the atmosphere as Nb > 109 for stable
nuggets. Both electromagnetic and hadronic cascades occur
in an air shower for relativistic strangeon nuggets, the energy
loss of which determines whether a small nugget could stop
inside the Earth.
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